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Abstract

Its radiation resilience has established p-type silicon as tracking detector baseline material in upcoming high-luminosity physics experiments. Strip isolation is crucial for p-type strip

sensor quality. P-stop doping concentration, implantation depth, and geometry determine achieved inter-strip resistance. Typically, inter-strip resistance is measured directly on the strip

sensors. The measurement is prone to substantial errors. Large resistances on the order of 100 GΩ require precise, low-noise measurement setups, which are influenced strongly by

parasitic currents. To provide a comparably simple alternative to measurements on strip sensors, this contribution seeks to relate field effect transistor (FET) threshold voltage to sensor

inter-strip resistance. We compare dedicated test structure measurements to measurements on strip sensors with different n- and p-spray implantations and present comparative TCAD

simulations. The FET test structures could present a fast option to judge silicon sensor inter-strip resistance and strip isolation properties. Process quality control during future series

productions can benefit from this technique.

Inter-strip resistance measurement
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Process variation Wafer number

N-spray dose A 03, 04, 05

N-spray dose B 06, 07, 08, 09, 10

P-spray 13, 14

No spray 16, 17, 21, 22, 24

BS diffusion 1 05, 06, 07, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 21, 22, 24

BS diffusion 2 03, 04, 08, 09
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• P-type silicon shows preferable properties in terms

of radiation hardness compared to n-type silicon [1].

• P-stop is necessary for inter-strip isolation.

• Interrupts electron accumulation layer that forms at

the interface between strips because of positive

oxide charges.

• Inter-strip isolation is an important factor for the

quality of a strip sensor.

• Measured directly on the sensor

• Bias voltage: -200 V

• Voltage ramp -1 V to 1 V applied to one strip

• Current measured at neighbouring strip

• Typical values: Rint ~ 100 GΩ

• Measurement is prone to substantial 

errors!

• Bias resistors and sensor dark current

influence the measurement.

• Errors become larger for higher resistances.

• N-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor field

effect transistor (nMOSFET)

• Designed to replicate inter-strip layout

• Cylindrical design to minimize edge

effects

Measurement of transfer characteristics:

• Drain-source voltage: VDS = 100 mV

• Gate-source voltage ramp: -5 V to 5 V

→ Extract threshold voltage Vth

Extracting Vth [2]:

• Extrapolation in the

linear region (ELR), 

applied to

simulations

• Second derivative 

method (SD), 

applied to

measurements

• Sensors with varying inter-

strip resistance, because

of different n- and p-spray 

implantations

• Different diffusion

processes for backside

(BS) implant result in 

varying spray implantation

depths

Simulations were performed with Synopsys TCAD [3]. Sensor inter-strip geometry and FET

geometry were simulated. For both configurations, p-stop and spray parameters were

varied. Simulated FET threshold voltage and sensor inter-strip resistance are affected

differently by varying p-stop and spray configurations, which results in a non-linear Vth-Rint

relationship.

Parameters varied:

• P-stop concentration Np-stop and implantation depth t

• N-spray concentration Nspray and implantation depth t

Applied voltage ramps:

• FET: -5 V to 30 V

• Strip sensor: -1 V to 1 V

Measurements and simulations showed a non-linear dependence between FET threshold

voltage and sensor inter-strip resistance. Characteristics depend on polarity and doping

profile of spray and p-stop implantations. In the future, we will extend simulations to better

replicate measurements and subsequently deduce a model for the Vth-Rint relationship.

• N-spray wafers show significantly lower Vth than p-spray wafers and wafers without

spray implantation.

• Wafers with n-spray dose A show Rint similar to wafers without n-spray.

• For wafers with high doses of n-spray, Vth measurement error is high due to high sub-

threshold currents.

• Simulation qualitatively reproduces measured behaviour of n-spray wafers.

• Vth-Rint characteristics shift for different combinations of spray doping concentration and 

implantation depth.

• Wafers without n-spray exhibit significantly different Vth-Rint characteristics.

Figure 1: Schematic sensor cross-section,

illustrating p-stop region for strip isolation

Figure 2: Inter-

strip resistance

measurement

scheme

Figure 3: Rint characteristics

Figure 4: Cylindrical FET test structures. Source

(S) and drain (D) are concentric rings with two p-

stop layers and the metal gate (G) in between.

Figure 5: FET measurement scheme and

two different methods to extract Vth on the

right.

Table 1: Process variations of investigated wafers.

Figure 6: Simulated geometry of silicon sensor

inter-strip region.

Figure 7: Simulated geometry of cylindrical FET.

Rotation around vertical axis allows 3D simulation.

Figure 8: Inter-strip resistance and FET threshold

voltage simulated for varying p-stop doping

concentration.

Figure 9: Inter-strip resistance and FET threshold

voltage simulated for varying p-stop implantation

depth.

Figure 10: Comparison of measured inter-strip resistance

and threshold voltage.
Figure 11: Inter-strip resistance as a function of threshold

voltage for n-spray wafers. Simulation and measurement

results.
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